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TECHNOLOGIES & FEATURES

The brains that control the 3 Phase Electric 
Motor providing smooth, gradual acceleration 
and electronic braking to reduce vibration. The 
S-Drive also automatically positions the wheel 
for weight placement or barrel cleaning.

PowerGuard technology provides:  suppression 
of short–run overvoltage.  Automatic shut off 
during long–run overvoltage.

NoTouch technology lets the user perform 
wheel balancing without pressing buttons. 
Automatic input of dimensions occurs during 
ruler pulling in the beginning of measuring. 
Automatic shaft braking for removal or 
adjustment of the wheel.

Direct measurement provided by Direct3D, 
enables automatic entry of actual wheel data 
and ensures precise accuracy regardless of the 
rim type. Any wheel can be balanced for just one 
cycle using this technology.

With AutoAlu the correct weight configuration 
options are automatically determined by where 
the gauges measure the wheel.

The Split-Weight feature allows the operator to 
split the correct amount of weight and hide the 
weights behind the spokes. 

Split

Electronic gauge 
for distance and 
diameter input

High quality 
Quick-locking nut

Ergonomic working 
area and tool storage

SmartSelector allows the operator 
to turn one knob and select the 
desired balancing mode. 

Electronic gauge 
for width input

Vibrant 3D graphics and easy 
to follow audio instruction.

40mm high 
precision 
spindle unit

Rapid
Optimization

Provides measurement and guidance for 
mounting tire and rim to provide the best 
possible match and ride.

NoiseDown

NoiseDown technology provides:  significant 
reduction of amount of noise and considerable 
reduction in power consumption.

SmartALU technology allows balancing the set 
of 4 wheels for 5 cycles on machines, which are 
not equipped with Direct3D measuring system. 
The first “teaching” cycle specifies the actual 
rim type and ensures precise accuracy for next 
measurements.SmartALU



SPECS AND ACCESSORIES

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Measuring 
cycle time

Measuring 
accuracy

Max Wheel 
Weight

Monitor        
size

Overall    
weight

5 lb
22-154

21.5
297
lb

35
Max rim 

diameter
Rim width Voltage Wattage Max wheel 

diameter

A professional 7 color coded and laser etched cone set comes standard 
with the 80-901L 3D and includes a rugged steel storage rack. Cone 
range is 53-121mm.  Also included in the set   is a handy cone gauge 
that assists in proper cone selection for all center hole diameters

Cone 
Gauge
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PARTS WARRANTY

BEAR-CARTEK
6950 EAST N AVENUE

KALAMAZOO, MI 49048
PH: 269-382-5080

FAX: 269-382-5087
www.bear-cartek.com

ACCESSORIES, DIMENSIONS & WARRANTY

ADDITIONAL STANDARD ACCESSORIES:

Shipping weight and dimensions

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:

Motorcycle clamping deviceUniversal clamping 
device for cars

•	 Quick-locking nut

•	 3 standard cones

•	 Weight pliers

•	 Cone with spacer ring for wheels 
with center bore 97-160mm  
(shown here)

512 lbs
(232kg)
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ADDITIONAL STANDARD ACCESSORIES:


